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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention in general relates to belt scrapers for its application in bulk material handling belt conveyors
and in particular, to a belt scraper assembly with an improved arrangement of at least one blade assembly connected
to at least an hinge assembly on either side of a flexible member.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In mining industry, conveyor belts are used to receive, transport, and deliver mined substances from one location
to another for further processing or unloading.
[0003] During the process, particles frequently accumulate on the conveyor belt surface. Without the removal of the
particles, the conveyor belt may become inoperative.
[0004] So, belt scrapers are used in bulk material handling belt conveyors to avoid material carry back, reduce spillage
and keep belt clean. Clean belts help prevent material build up on snub pulley and return idlers and increase its life,
thereby reducing cleaning cost, downtime cost and mis-tracking of the belt.
[0005] In first generation Counter weight belt scraper, single blade design is made from thick rubber strip (wider than
belt width) under the return belt and the counter weight provided at the side of the belt scraper with a pivot point to
provide contact with the belt. The initial load exerted to the belt is approximately 80 - 90 Kgs. With time when the cleaning
effectiveness reduces, the weight is increased and it can go up to 150 Kgs.
[0006] Cleaning efficiency is approx 60-68 % and always, it is needed to increase counter weight load on a regular
basis against blade wear. It is very less effective and high maintenance is involved.
[0007] Second generation fixed mount belt scraper’s segmented blades are made of hard alloy steel with rubber
cushion at the bottom of blade mounted on a steel tube with both end fixed mount. It does not have automatic adjustments
against blade wear. It provides inconsistent contact pressure to the belt which is approximately 100 - 125 Kgs.
[0008] Cleaning efficiency is approx 70-85 % and always, there is need to lift-up of the fixed mount on a regular basis
against blade wear. It is less effective and high maintenance involved.
[0009] Pneumatically operated third generation belt scraper having segmented blades are made of hard alloy steel
with or without polymer cushion at the bottom mounted of blade on a steel tube with ratchet and pinion mount and
adjustment done through compressed air at 7-10 bars pneumatically. They provide inconsistent load to the belt of
approximately 90 - 110 Kgs.
[0010] Cleaning efficiency is approx 75-85 %. There is a need to pump air periodically to maintain the blade to belt
contact due to drop in air pressure / leakage / chocking of air. Maintenance requirement is high.
[0011] In fourth generation belt scrapers with shock absorbers semi automatic adjustments are present to some extent
but, but there is a need for periodic manual adjustments against blade wear every 3 - 4 weeks interval. This type of belt
scrapers have segmented type metallic blades with pivot point below the scraping edge mounted on a steel tube with
both ends rubber shock absorber. It provides comparatively less load to the belt, which is approximately 24 - 80 Kgs.
[0012] Cleaning efficiency is approx 92-95 %. It provides less consistency against heavy duty, high speed, vibration
and bi-directional belt operation.
[0013] Furthermore, EP 90985 discloses a belt scraper assembly according to the preamble of claim 1.
[0014] In general, the belt scraper assemblies were not sacrosanct and had one problem or the other, in operation
and were not sacrosanct.
[0015] Accordingly there is a long felt need to design a sacrosanct belt scraper assembly which ensures two layers
of belt cleaning using a single member to carry the blades, eliminates misalignment of blades, ensures automatic
adjustment of the blades, ensures, lesser wearing rate and no material build up, ensures size and reduction, easy
installation, is suitable for various belt speeds and reduce maintenance costs, suitable for various material and in corrosive
environment and ensures easy joining of sub assemblies.
[0016] The present invention meets the aforesaid long felt need.
[0017] All through out the specification including the claims, the words "conveyor belt", "scraper blade" "scraper holding
arm", "spring", "washer", "stud", "blade", "blade tip", "blade tip assembly", "spring", "hinge assembly", "lock",
"key" ,"chain " and "nut" are to be interpreted in the broadest sense of the respective terms and includes all similar items
in the field known by other terms, as may be clear to persons skilled in the art. Restriction/limitation, if any, referred to
in the specification, is solely by way of example and understanding the present invention.

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0018] It is the principal object of the present invention to provide an improved belt scraper assembly for belt conveyors
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which ensures two layers of belt cleaning using a single member to carry the blades, eliminates misalignment of blades,
ensures automatic adjustment of the blades and ensures lesser wearing rate and no material build up.
[0019] It is a further object of the present invention to provide an improved belt scraper assembly for belt conveyors
which ensures size and weight reduction and easy installation.
[0020] It is another object of the present invention to provide an improved belt scrapper assembly for belt conveyor
which is suitable for various belt speeds and reduce maintenance costs.
[0021] It is yet another object of the present invention to provide an improved belt scrapper assembly for belt conveyor
which is suitable for various materials and is suitable for working in corrosive environment.
[0022] It is a further object of the present invention to provide an improved belt scraper assembly for belt conveyors
which is suitable to be used up to 200°C.
[0023] It is a further object of the present invention to provide an improved belt scraper assembly for belt conveyors
which ensures easy joining of the subassemblies.
[0024] It is another object of the present invention is to provide an improved belt scraper assembly for belt conveyors
which have substantially high cleaning efficiency by way of twin blade cleaning.
[0025] How the foregoing objects are achieved and other aspects of the present invention, will be clear from the
following description which is purely by way of understanding and not by way of any sort of limitation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0026] Accordingly, the present invention provides a belt scraper assembly for belt conveyors comprising at least a
blade assembly and at least a hinge assembly mounted on either side of a supporting flexible member for facilitating
twin blade cleaning, said blade assembly being operatively connected to said hinge assembly which is adapted to ensure
limited rotational motion of said blade assembly.
[0027] In accordance with preferred embodiments of the belt scraper assembly of the present invention:

- said blade assembly is a blade tip assembly comprising a tungsten carbide flexible tip directly contacted with the
belt surface and brazed on a plate of mild steel, the latter having drilled holes on its surface and said flexible member
is a chain or a wire;

- said hinge assembly comprises two mild steel plates connected by a pin, said plates being provided with drilled
holes on its surface;

- said blade tip assembly is attached to said steel plate by bolting in the drilled holes with the corresponding drilled holes;

- said hinge assembly is provided with torsion springs for providing flipping motion to said blade assembly and said
hinge assembly having mild steel plates, varies in length for adjacent blades, so that said flexible member (3) forms
a curve;

- said steel plate of said hinge assembly is connected to a portion along its base, said portion being of adjustable
dimension and having a cubical portion and a cylindrical portion with a tapped hole;

- said steel plate (14) is connected to said cubical portion (18) by bolting the respective flat portions;

- said cylindrical portion is attached to a locking unit along its base, by bolting through said tapped hole and through
a hole in the top surface of said locking unit;

- said locking unit has a locking portion which locks a key along said hole to provide limited motion to said blade tip
assembly;

- said locking unit is connected along its front wall to a plate member by bolting through holes in said front wall of said
locking unit and through corresponding holes in the corresponding end wall of said plate member, said plate member
being connected to said flexible member.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS

[0028] The nature and scope of the present invention will be better understood from the accompanying drawings,
which are by way of illustration of a preferred embodiment and not by way of any sort of limitation. In the accompanying
drawings,
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Figures 1a, 1b and 1c illustrate top view, back view and the isometric view respectively of a preferred embodiment
of the improved belt scraper assembly in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2a is the top view of the hinge assembly shown in Figure 1a.

Figure 2b is the isometric view of blade tip assembly shown in Figurela.

Figures 3a and 3b are the isometric view and the side view of one blade tip assembly and one hinge assembly of
a belt scraper assembly in assembled condition.

Figure 4a is an isometric view of plate member 6 shown in Figure 1a.

Figures 4b and 4c are the top view and front view respectively of the locking unit shown in Fig. 1a.

Figure 5 is a flat isometric view of the portion marked 4 in Figure 1a.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0029] The following describes a preferred embodiment of the present invention, which is purely for the sake of un-
derstanding the performance of the invention, and not by way of any sort of limitation.

[0030] Many developments in the design of the scraper have been carried out. All of them individually solve certain
problems but none of them meets the above objectives in a sacrosanct manner. There is always some problem or the other.
[0031] The present invention brings all the above changes in a way never been done before. The blade elements in
the present invention are carried on a flexible member such as but not limited to a wire or a chain, to keep the blades
in contact with the belt throughout. The same flexible member supports at least two series of blades aligned on both the
sides to provide twin blade cleaning. Moreover, all the blades have a flexible tip member which cleans the belt in normal
condition but bends when it encounters a mechanical fastener or similar.
[0032] For understanding the invention better, reference will now be made to the following preferred embodiment of
the invention, which is illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
[0033] In the figures like reference numerals represent like features.
[0034] Turning first to figure 1a, there is illustrated the blade scraper assembly of three blade holder assembly pairs
(1, 2) connected to either side of a flexible chain(3). The figure 1a shows three such pairs (1, 2) on either side of the
chain(3). There can be more. Minimum there should be one pair,i.e. one each of a blade tip assembly(1) and a hinge
assembly(2) on either side of the chain(3).
[0035] Since, there are at least two such blade assemblies connected to both the sides of the flexible member such
as chain, this arrangement provides two layers of belt cleaning using a single member to carry the blades. This was
hitherto not achieved.
[0036] The figure 1b shows a back view of the assembly, while figure 1c being an isometric view thereof shows in
greater detail the disposition of the elements of the assembly. It shows that the belt scrapper assembly has at least a
blade tip assembly (1) connected to the hinge assembly (2) on either side of chain (3). The hinge assembly has a portion
(4) connected to lower portion of its base. This portion in turn along its basal part is connected to a top portion of a
locking unit (5). The locking unit (5) is connected along its front wall to a plate portion (6) along the end wall of the latter.
This plate portion is connected to the chain (3).
[0037] The arrangement as stated in the preceding paragraph enables achieving all the objects of the present invention.

Desired objectives of the belt scraper assembly according to the present invention:
a. Eliminate misalignment of blades and ensures two layers 

of belt cleaning using a single member to carry the blades
b. Reduce maintenance cost

c. Automatic adjustment of the blades d. Suitable for various belt speeds
e. Less blade wear rate f. Suitable for various material

g. No material buildup h. Suitable to be used up to 200°C
i. Size reduction j. Suitable to be used in the 

corrosive environment
k. Weight Reduction l. Twin blade cleaning
m. Easy installation
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How this is done is now explained with reference to the subsequent figures.
[0038] The blade tip assembly (1) is shown in detail in figure 2b, which directly comes in contact with the belt surface.
It consists of a tungsten carbide tip (7) brazed on a plate of mild steel (8). There are at least two drilled holes (9, 10) on
the surface of the mild steel plate (8). The flexible tip (7) cleans the belt in normal condition but bends when it encounters
a mechanical fastener or similar.
[0039] The hinge assembly (2) is shown in detail in figure 2a. The hinge assembly consists of two mild steel plates
(13) and (14), connected by a pin (15). There is also a provision of two torsion springs (16) and (17), in the hinge assembly
(2) to provide flipping motion to the blade tip assembly (1). The hinge assembly has two holes(11,12) on its surface as
shown in figure 2a.
[0040] The blade tip assembly (1) is connected with the plate (13) of hinge assembly (2) by bolting in the drilled holes
(9) with (11) and (10) with (12).
[0041] The adjacent blade assembly pairs vary in height by varying the dimension of the portion (4). This is important
so that the flipping of an individual blade holder do not interact with the adjacent blade holder. For that purpose, the
height of the adjacent blade assembly pairs is varied, so as to have a gap there between. This should be adequately
clear from figure 1b in particular.
[0042] Further, from figure 1a, it would be clear that that the unit (2) having mild steel plates (13, 14) varies in length
for the adjacent blades, so that the chain forms a curve, which is important to generate the normal force against the belt
surface.
[0043] The arrangements will be further clear from figure 3a which is an isometric view of a blade assembly pair
comprising of one blade tip assembly (1) and one hinge assembly (2) of a belt scraper assembly, in assembled condition.
As shown in this figure the portion (4) consists of the cubical portion (18) and a cylindrical portion (19) with tapped hole
(20). This portion (4) is elaborately shown in figure 5. There is also a key (21) in portion(4) which is important to give
limited rotational motion to the blade tip assembly (1). This motion is important to adjust the blade tip on varying surface
profile.
[0044] The plate (14) shown in figure 2a is connected along its basal surface to the top portion of the cubical portion
(18) of portion (4), by welding along the respective flat portions. This should be clear from figure 3a.
[0045] Figure 3b side view of the embodiment shown in figure 3a.
[0046] Figure 4a is isometric view of plate member (6) shown in Figures 1a, 1b and 1c. Figures 4b and 4c are the top
view and front view respectively of the locking unit (5) shown in Figures 1a, 1b and 1c.
[0047] The locking unit (5) has a hole (22) in its top surface as shown in figure 4b.
[0048] Again referring back to figure 3a, it would be clear that the cylindrical portion(19) is attached to the locking
unit(5) along its base , by bolting through the tapped hole(20) and through the hole(22), on the top surface of the locking
unit(5).
[0049] As shown in figure 4c the locking unit(5) has a locking portion (23) which locks a key(21 best shown in figure
5) along the hole(22) to provide limited motion to the blade tip assembly(1). This figure also shows holes(24,25) existing
in the front wall of the locking unit(5).
[0050] Figure 4a shows the plate member(6) having holes(26,27) in the corresponding end wall of the plate member(6).
[0051] The locking unit(5) is connected along its front wall to the plate member(6) by bolting through holes(24,25) in
the front wall of the locking unit(5) and through corresponding holes(26,27) in the corresponding end wall of the plate
member(6). This connection should be clear from figure 3a.
[0052] The plate member (6) is connected to the chain(3) as shown in figure 1c. It is given tension using two coil
springs connected at both the ends of the scraper assembly.
[0053] From the foregoing description and the appended claims it should be clear that all the desired objectives of the
present invention are fulfilled.
[0054] The present invention has been described with reference to some drawings and preferred embodiments, purely
for the sake of understanding and not by way of any limitation and the present invention includes all legitimate develop-
ments within the scope of what has been described hereinbefore and claimed in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A belt scraper assembly for belt conveyors comprising at least a blade assembly (1) and at least a hinge assembly
(2), said blade assembly (1) being operatively connected to said hinge assembly(2) which is adapted to ensure
limited rotational motion of said blade assembly (1), characterized in that the belt scraper assembly comprises at
least a blade assembly (1) and at least a hinge assembly (2) mounted on either side of a supporting flexible member(3)
for facilitating twin blade cleaning.

2. The belt scraper assembly as claimed in claim 1 wherein said blade assembly having a blade tip assembly(1) directly
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contacted with the belt surface comprising a tungsten carbide flexible tip(7) brazed on a plate of mild steel(8) adapted
for cleaning the belt but bends on encountering a mechanical fastener or similar fastener, the latter having drilled
holes(9,10) on its surface and said flexible member is a chain or a wire.

3. The belt scraper assembly as claimed in claim 1 wherein said hinge assembly(2) comprises two mild steel
plates(13,14) connected by a pin(15), said plates being provided with drilled holes(11,12) on its surface.

4. The belt scraper assembly as claimed in claims 2 and 3 wherein said blade tip assembly(1) is attached to said steel
plate(13) by bolting in the drilled holes(9,10) with the corresponding drilled holes(11,12).

5. The belt scraper assembly as claimed in claims 2, 3 and 4 wherein said hinge assembly(2) is provided with torsion
springs (16,17) for providing flipping motion to said blade assembly(1) and said hinge assembly(2) having mild steel
plates(13,14) varies in length for adjacent blades, so that the flexible member(3) forms a curve.

6. The belt scraper assembly as claimed in claim 3 wherein said steel plate(14) of said hinge assembly(2) is connected
to a portion(4) along its base, said portion(4) being of adjustable dimension and having a cubical portion(18) and a
cylindrical portion(19) with a tapped hole(20).

7. The belt scrapper assembly as claimed in claim 6 wherein said steel plate (14) is connected to said cubical portion(18)
by bolting the respective flat portions.

8. The belt scrapper assembly as claimed in claim 6 wherein said cylindrical portion(19) is attached to a locking unit(5)
along its base , by bolting through said tapped hole(20) and through a hole(22) in the top surface of said locking unit(5).

9. The belt scraper assembly as claimed in claims 1, 5 and 8 wherein said locking unit(5) has a locking portion (23)
which locks a key(21) along said hole(22) to provide limited motion to said blade tip assembly(1).

10. The belt scraper assembly as claimed in claim 9 wherein said locking unit(5) is connected along its front wall to a
plate member(6) by bolting through holes(24,25) in said front wall of said locking unit(5) and through corresponding
holes(26,27) in the corresponding end wall of said plate member(6), said plate member(6) being connected to said
flexible member(3).

Patentansprüche

1. Bandabstreifergruppe für Förderbänder, umfassend wenigstens eine Schabeblättergruppe (1) und wenigstens eine
Scharniergruppe (2), wobei die Schabeblättergruppe (1) wirkverbunden mit der Scharniergruppe (2) ist, die geeignet
ist, eine begrenzte Drehbewegung der Schabeblättergruppe (1) zu gewährleisten, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Bandabstreifergruppe wenigstens eine Schabeblättergruppe (1) und wenigstens eine Scharniergruppe (2) um-
fasst, die auf beiden Seiten eines tragenden flexiblen Elements (3) montiert ist, um die Reinigung von Doppelscha-
beblättern zu ermöglichen.

2. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Schabeblättergruppe eine Blattspitzengruppe (1) umfasst, die
in direktem Kontakt mit der Bandoberfläche steht, die eine flexible Spitze (7) aus Wolframkarbid umfasst, die an
eine Platte aus Weichstahl (8) hartgelötet ist, die geeignet ist, das Band zu reinigen, sich jedoch biegt, wenn sie in
Kontakt mit einer mechanischen Befestigungsvorrichtung oder einer ähnlichen Befestigungsvorrichtung kommt,
wobei letztere Bohrungen (9, 10) auf ihrer Oberfläche umfasst und es sich bei dem flexiblen Element um eine Kette
oder um einen Draht handelt.

3. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Scharniergruppe (2) zwei Weichstahlplatten (13, 14) umfasst,
die über einen Stift (15) verbunden sind, wobei die Platten auf ihrer Oberfläche mit Bohrungen (11, 12) versehen sind.

4. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 2 und 3, wobei die Blattspitzengruppe (1) an der Stahlplatte (13) befestigt ist,
indem sie in den Bohrungen (9, 10) mit den entsprechenden Bohrungen (11, 12) verschraubt sind.

5. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 2, 3 und 4, wobei die Scharniergruppe (2) mit Torsionsfedern (16, 17) versehen
ist, um für die Schabeblättergruppe (1) eine Drehbewegung zu ermöglichen, und wobei die Scharniergruppe (2),
die Weichstahlplatten (13, 14) umfasst, für benachbarte Schabeblätter in der Länge variiert, so dass das flexible
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Element (3) eine Krümmung bildet.

6. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Stahlplatte (14) der Scharniergruppe (2) mit einem Abschnitt (4)
entlang ihrer Basis verbunden ist, wobei der Abschnitt (4) einstellbare Abmessungen aufweist und einen kubischen
Abschnitt (18) und einen zylindrischen Abschnitt (19) mit einer Gewindebohrung (20) umfasst.

7. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Stahlplatte (14) mit dem kubischen Abschnitt (18) verbunden ist,
indem die entsprechenden flachen Abschnitte verschraubt werden.

8. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 6, wobei der zylindrische Abschnitt (19) an einer Verriegelungseinheit (5)
entlang seiner Basis durch Verschrauben durch die Gewindebohrung (20) und durch eine Bohrung (22) in der oberen
Fläche der Verriegelungseinheit (5) befestigt ist.

9. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 1, 5 und 8, wobei die Verriegelungseinheit (5) einen Verriegelungsabschnitt
(23) umfasst, der eine Passfeder (21) entlang der Bohrung (22) verriegelt, um für die Blattspitzengruppe (1) eine
begrenzte Bewegung zu ermöglichen.

10. Bandabstreifergruppe nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Verriegelungseinheit (5) entlang ihrer Vorderwand mit einem
Plattenelement (6) verbunden ist, indem sie durch Bohrungen (24, 25) in der Vorderwand der Verriegelungseinheit
(5) und durch entsprechende Bohrungen (26, 27) in der entsprechenden Endwand des Plattenelements (6) ver-
schraubt ist, wobei das Plattenelement (6) mit dem flexiblen Element (3) verbunden ist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de racleur de courroie pour des courroies transporteuses comprenant au moins un ensemble de lame
(1) et au moins un ensemble de charnière (2), ledit ensemble de lame (1) étant raccordé de manière opérationnelle
audit ensemble de charnière (2) qui est adapté pour garantir le mouvement de rotation limité dudit ensemble de
lame (1), caractérisé en ce que l’ensemble de racleur de courroie comprend au moins un ensemble de lame (1)
et au moins un ensemble de charnière (2) monté de chaque côté d’un élément flexible de support (3) pour faciliter
le nettoyage des lames jumelées.

2. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit ensemble de lame a un ensemble de
pointe de lame (1) directement en contact avec la surface de courroie comprenant une pointe flexible au carbure
de tungstène (7) brasée sur une plaque d’acier doux (8) adaptée pour nettoyer la courroie mais qui se plie lorsqu’elle
rencontre une fixation mécanique ou une fixation similaire, cette dernière ayant des trous (9, 10) percés sur sa
surface et ledit élément flexible est une chaîne ou un fil.

3. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit ensemble de charnière (2) comprend
deux plaques en acier doux (13, 14) raccordées par une broche (15), lesdites plaques étant prévues avec des trous
percés (11, 12) sur sa surface.

4. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon les revendications 2 et 3, dans lequel ledit ensemble de pointe de lame (1)
est fixé à ladite plaque en acier (13) par boulonnage dans les trous percés (9, 10) avec les trous percés (11, 12)
correspondants.

5. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon les revendications 2, 3 et 4, dans lequel ledit ensemble de charnière (2) est
prévu avec des ressorts de torsion (16, 17) pour fournir le mouvement de basculement audit ensemble de lame (1)
et ledit ensemble de charnière (2) ayant des plaques en acier doux (13, 14) varie en longueur pour les lames
adjacentes, de sorte que l’élément flexible (3) forme une courbe.

6. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ladite plaque en acier (14) dudit ensemble
de charnière (2) est raccordée à une partie (4) le long de sa base, ladite partie (4) ayant une dimension ajustable
et ayant une partie cubique (18) et une partie cylindrique (19) avec un trou taraudé (20).

7. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon la revendication 6, dans lequel ladite plaque en acier (14) est raccordée à
ladite partie cubique (18) en boulonnant les parties plates respectives.
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8. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon la revendication 6, dans lequel ladite partie cylindrique (19) est fixée à une
unité de verrouillage (5) le long de sa base, par boulonnage à travers ledit trou taraudé (20) et à travers un trou (22)
dans la surface supérieure de ladite unité de verrouillage (5).

9. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon les revendications 1, 5 et 8, dans lequel ladite unité de verrouillage (5) a
une partie de verrouillage (23) qui verrouille une clé (21) le long dudit trou (22) afin de fournir un mouvement limité
audit ensemble de pointe de lame (1).

10. Ensemble de racleur de courroie selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ladite unité de verrouillage (5) est raccordée
le long de sa paroi avant à un élément de plaque (6) par boulonnage à travers des trous (24, 25) dans ladite paroi
avant de ladite unité de verrouillage (5) et à travers des trous (26, 27) correspondants dans la paroi d’extrémité
correspondante dudit élément de plaque (6), ledit élément de plaque (6) étant raccordé audit élément flexible (3).
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